Virtual camera images showing the correct layout of a space ahead can be generated by purely listening to the reflections of chirping sounds. Many species evolved sophisticated non-visual perception while artificial systems fall behind. Radar and ultrasound are used where cameras fail, but provide very limited information or require large, complex and expensive sensors. Yet sound is used effortlessly by dolphins, bats, wales and humans as a sensor modality with many advantages over vision. However, it is challenging to harness useful and detailed information for machine perception. We train a network to generate representations of the world in 2D and 3D only from sounds, sent by one speaker and captured by two microphones. Inspired by examples from nature, we emit short frequency modulated sound chirps and record returning echoes through an artificial human pinnae pair. We then learn to generate disparity-like depth maps and grayscale images from the echoes in an end-to-end fashion. With only low-cost equipment, our models show good reconstruction performance while being robust to errors and even overcoming limitations of our vision-based ground truth. Finally, we introduce a large dataset consisting of binaural sound signals synchronized in time with both RGB images and depth maps.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work we learn a transformation from a binaural sound signal to a visual scene in an end-to-end fashion using deep neural networks. Solving this challenge would benefit robot navigation, machine vision or even support human vision in low or no-light conditions. Contrary to comparable work, the trained system uses only two simple low-cost consumer grade microphones to keep it small, mobile and easily reproducible. For 3D perception using the limited system, we make use of the natural spectral filters originating from the human pinnae by perceiving sound through an emulated human auditory system, seen in Fig. 1 . After creating a dataset of synchronized binaural audio and stereo camera data, we train a generative adversarial neural network to reconstruct images from audio data alone. We found depth maps can be reconstructed with a reasonable level of detail, showing correct layouts of office scenes. Reconstructed grayscale images show surprisingly plausible floor-layouts even though obstacles lack finer details.
While most animals and humans form images of the world strongly based on visual information, some species are capable of forming images based on acoustic information. Bats, for one, have the ability to sense the world in 3D using only their binaural acoustic system by continuously emitting short ultrasonic pulse trains and processing returning echos.
Previous work [1] , [2] has proven that using an artificial pinnae pair from bats acting as complex direction-dependent spectral filters and using head related transfer functions (HRTF) it is indeed possible to resolve the placement of highly reflecting ultrasonic targets in 3D space. Overview of the proposed method. Created sound chirps, reflecting off the environment, are parsed through a network to generate plausible depth-maps or grayscale images. Our mobile robot platform mounts all needed hardware though is moved passively at this stage to avoid motor noise.
Likewise humans who have suffered from vision loss have been shown to develop capabilities of echolocation [3] , [4] using palatal clicks much like dolphins and thus learning to distinguish reflective targets in 3D space by listening to the returning echoes.
Inspired by echolocation found in nature, we emit frequency modulated (FM) chirps in the audible spectrum and record the returning signal with two microphones in artificial human ears. At the same time we record ground truth images of the scene ahead with a stereo camera. Given this audiovisual data, we learn generation of depth-map representations only from binaural audio. We also compare generation of grayscale images using monocular images as ground truth.
We do not expect our scene representation to provide a high level of detail but aim to generate a depth map which resolves features such as walls, furniture (rough contours), door openings and hallways correctly in azimuth, elevation and range. For a navigation system this can provide information, complementary to vision sensors, independent of light and at low additional cost. The approach is conceptually easy and can be used on embedded mobile platforms.
We also contribute a comparison of two input encodings, commonly used in the field, to map an audio signal into a rich latent feature space: raw waveforms and amplitude spectrograms. We then learn a generative model that transforms the audio features into the visual representation, to compare against the ground truth camera data. Finally, to generate more detailed and realistic looking predictions, we expand on our method with an adversarial discriminator [5] .
Furthermore, we are committed to give public access to our dataset and source code concurrently with this publication. It contains about 52 000 audio chirps and returning echoes, recorded in an indoor office space, synchronized and matched in time with RGB-D data.
II. RELATED WORK
Biosonar Imaging and Echolocation The work in [4] , [2] , [6] , [7] , [8] all investigate target echolocation in 2D or 3D space using ultrasonic FM chirps between 20 kHz − 200 kHz. These approaches are inspired by echolocation abilities found in some animal species. Bats, for example, emit pulse trains of very short durations (typically < 5 ms) and use received echoes to perceive 3D information of their surroundings. In [7] , [4] signal receiving microphones are placed in an artificial bat pinnae. The natural form of the bat pinnae have been shown to act as frequency filters useful for separating spatial information in both azimuth and elevation [9] , [2] . This motivates our use of short FM chirps and artificial human pinnaes with integrated microphones.
In [6] , [7] , the objective is to autonomously drive a mobile robot while mapping and avoiding obstacles using azimuth and range information from ultrasonic sensors. The work uses echo information for binary obstacle classification to detect if the obstacle is a biological object (plant) or not. However, this is only done in 2D and retrieved information is limited to echo spectograms or cochleograms. No further steps are taken to reconstruct the surroundings visually.
In [4] ultrasonic echoes are recorded and dilated to be played back to a human subject in the audible spectrum. Experiments found after initial training, human subjects quickly picked up echolocation abilities to estimate azimuth, distance and, to some extend, elevation of targets. 3D target localization is also explored in [8] , [2] where the former uses a microphone array rather than binaural audio.
Sound Source Localization
In more recent work [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] end-to-end deep neural networks are trained to localize sound in images or videos. The task is to pinpoint the sources of sounds, e.g. from a piano in the corresponding audio track. They achieve remarkable results using self-supervision and show the potential of deep learning on paired audio-visual data.
Sound source localization in [12] is based on the input of an acoustic camera described in [15] -this device is a hybrid audio-visual sensor that provides RGB video, raw audio signals and a hybrid where the visual and acoustic information is aligned in time and space. In all above mentioned work, sensing of sound is passive.
3D sound source localization using emulated binaural hearing is addressed in [16] . Here a model of human ears and HRTFs are used to accurately locate sound sources. The experiments tested azimuth from 0 • −360 • with 5 • resolution and elevation from −40 • − 90 • with 10 • resolution.
Finally, the work in [17] investigates the relationship of speech and gestures. They use a monologue of a single speaker, e.g. a newscaster, to generate motions for the speaker's arms and hands. Audio clips are translated into 2D trajectories of coordinates of joints. Using an audio decoder and GAN approach is inspired by their work.
Acoustic Imaging Non-Line-of-Sight imaging is explored in [18] . Here a microphone and speaker array is used to emit and record FM sound waves. The sound waves are within the audible spectrum with a chirp from 2 Hz − 20 kHz and emitted to propagate into a wall, to the hidden object and back to the microphone array. The authors show that with a pure algorithmic approach, a hidden object can be successfully reconstructed at a resolution limited by the receiving microphone array. In contrast to this object reconstruction, we aim to capture the complete scene of an area ahead with a system, small enough to be mounted on mobile devices.
III. AUDIO-RGB-D DATASET
In order to learn associations between active binaural audio and vision we introduce a novel dataset of synchronized echo returns, RGB images and depth maps. This section describes the dataset and the methodology to collect and prepare it.
A. Audio-Visual Dataset
To generate our dataset we traverse available area of the office space by fixing our robot on a trolley and pushing it around. This is to initially avoid data quality being degraded by motor noise. validation dataset contains about 47 000 instances. One audio instance spans 72.5 ms and contains one 3 ms audio chirp, its echoes and is paired with one time-synchronized image from the camera, see Fig. 1 and 3.
To avoid high correlation of training, validation and test data, we first split the training and validation data by location as shown in Fig 2. This yields 39 500 training and 7500 validation instances. Our test dataset totals in 5040 instances and is collected by traversing another level of the same building. It presents similar narrow hall-ways but a different environment in terms of layout, interior and furniture.
B. Data Collection Details
We emit linear FM waveform chirps: signal sweeps from 20 Hz − 20 kHz within a duration of 3 ms. The waveform characteristics are designed using the freely available software tool Audacity. For emitting the sound signal we use a consumer grade JBL Flip4 Bluetooth speaker.
Acting as antennaes (ears) we employ two low-cost consumer grade omni-directional USB Lavalier MAONO AU-410 microphones. Each microphone is mounted in a Soundlink silicone ear to effectively emulate an artificial human auditory system. For our experiments we record using PyAudio for Python with sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and 24 bits per sample.
To correspond audio data with the perceived visual scene, we use a ZED stereo camera to record RGB-D data. Camera, speaker and artificial human pinnaes are mounted on a small mobile robot as shown in Fig. 1 . The microphones in the pinnaes are mounted approximately 23.5 cm apart.
C. Data Preparation
We choose the length of audio samples to include echoes traveling up to 12 m. We balance a trade-off between receiving echos from a relevant distance and reducing echos being reflected multiple times and thus having a longer travel time (Multipath-Effects). To this end, we extract audio windows of 3200 samples (corresponding to 72.5 ms) from the data.
The extracted audio windows are represented in two different forms; as 1D raw waveforms and as 2D amplitude spectrograms. The LibROSA library for Python is used to compute spectrograms with 512 points for the FFT and a Hanning window of length 64. Fig. 3 shows a raw waveform and its corresponding amplitude spectrogram. The spectrogram shows the emitted chirp starting at t ≈ 3 ms and returning echoes at t > 3 ms.
Depth maps are computed using the API of the stereo camera and are further normalized to values between 0 and 1. Measurements above and including 12 m are clipped to 1. Pixels where the camera is unable to produce a valid range measurement are set to 0.
IV. AUDIO TO VISUAL TRANSFORMATION
The input is first processed by an audio encoder after which a generator creates images from the latent audio feature representation. We further expand generation of images with an adversarial discriminator and contrast against results without it. The complete pipeline including the adversarial discriminator is shown in Fig. 4 . The following subsections describe each component of our model in detail.
We note that in our experiments using spectrograms yields slightly better results over raw waveforms, but as we aim for a real-time capable system on embedded platforms we focus on results achieved using the less computationally expensive raw audio waveforms. However, for comparison we report on both approaches throughout this work.
A. Audio Encoders
We present in the following two encoding alternatives: raw audio waveforms and 2D spectrograms. Waveforms Our waveform audio encoder is inspired by SoundNet [19] . As shown in Fig. 5 we input the two 1D audio waveforms (binaural signal) and concatenate the input by the channel dimension (early fusion). Next follows a series of 8 temporal convolutions to downsample the signal into a final output of a 1024-dimensional feature vector. Details of our audio encoder are summarized in Table I .
Spectrograms
Analogous to the raw waveform, we downsample the time-dimension of the spectrograms by a series of convolutions to the point where the time dimension is 1. The output dimension of the spectrogram encoder is 1 × f × 1024 where f is the frequency axis (y-axis of the spectrogram). This is dependent on the downsampling factor, i.e. the parameters used for the 2D convolutions.
B. Image Generation
The objective of the generator is to learn a mapping from latent audio features to a visual representation of the scene as perceived by the stereo camera. When processing raw waveforms, we found simple upscaling from the audio feature vector to yield the best results. When processing spectrograms we found a UNet [20] encoder-decoder style network to yield best results. For comparison, we investigated several resolutions for reconstructed images from 16 × 16 to 128 × 128.
UNet To transform the output of the audio encoder to a 2D representation suited for a UNet style network, the 1024dimensional feature vector is reshaped into a 32 × 32 × 1 tensor. In case of the spectrogram encoder where the output is 1×f ×1024 and f = 1 we employ a series of two densely connected linear layers of size 1024 and then reshape into the above mentioned tensor shape. The output of this generator is dependent on the target resolution, e.g. 128 × 128 × 1.
With the network, we downsample the 32 × 32 × 1 input through a series of layers combining double convolutions with batch normalization and ReLU non-linearities followed by each convolution. The upsampling layers employ a similar series with the first operation being a de-convolution (to up-sample) rather than a convolution.
Direct upsampling This casts the 1024-dimensional feature vector as a 1 × 1 × 1024 tensor and then employ a series of upsampling layers (see UNet above) to reach the target resolution. The layer configuration for a 128×128×1 output are summarized in Table II .
C. Adversarial Discriminator
To generate more detailed and realistic predictions from our generator we add an adversarial discriminator D, conditioned on the difference between the output of the generator and the ground truth collected from the stereo camera. As in [21] we implement the discriminator as a PatchGAN to penalize structure at the scale of patches and locally enforce reconstruction of high frequency structure. Hence, our discriminator tries to classify if each N × N patch is a ground truth sample or generated. We model our discriminator as a series of convolutions with characteristics dependent on the generators output resolution. We follow the convention in [21] to have each predicted patch correspond to a receptive field of approximately 1/3 of the input size. Our discriminator for a 128×128 configuration is summarized in Table III . Here the output is 8 × 8 and has a receptive field for each patch of 46 × 46. 
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Generator Only -Pre-Study
In a preliminary study where we reconstruct small images of 16 × 16 resolution, we found that early fusion (concatenation on input) of the input signals outperforms late fusion (concatenation by Conv8, see Fig. 5 ) when using raw waveforms. In addition we found that using spectograms as input yields slightly better loss than using raw waveforms. However, as stated in Section IV, we aim for real-time capabilities on embedded platforms and as such our main focus is on the least computational expensive method.
The output of the network is compared with the visual ground truth via a L 1 regression loss:
where x is the left and right audio waveforms or spectrograms, y is the ground truth from the stereo camera, A is the audio encoder and G is the generator.
For these experiments we use a batch size of 16, the Adam solver [22] with an initial learning rate set to 1 × 10 −4 and parameters β 1 and β 2 set to 0.9 and 0.999 respectively. All ReLUs are leaky with slope 0.2.
When using raw waveforms, direct upsampling and early fusion performs best (Table IV) . For spectrograms, early fusion, downsampling to 1 × 10 × 1024 and the UNet style generator performs best. We also compare the mean depth map of the training set with the test set reconstructions and random inputs drawn from a uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1). These two best configurations are retrained for output dimensions of 32×32, 64×64 and 128×128 where we find moderately higher loss for larger depth maps (Table V) . Reconstruction quality for these resolutions differ and is compared in detail in Fig. 6 . More samples for 128 × 128 in Fig. 7 show reconstruction of diverse scenes.
B. Generative Adversarial Network
The use of an adversarial discriminator improves the depth-maps qualitatively with more accurate details even though the average loss increases slightly. Furthermore, based on the audio information, we reconstruct grayscale images which show an approximation of how the room layout could look like. Even though features of visual appearance are not present in the audio signal, we achieve plausible floor and wall layouts using the discriminator. As proposed in [23] we use least squares loss rather than traditional sigmoid cross entropy loss function. This is to avoid vanishing gradients which consequentially will saturate learning. The GAN loss therefore becomes:
Our full objective therefore is:
where λ is a scaling factor. For these experiments we use λ = 100, batch size 16, the Adam solver with learning rate Fig. 7 . Test samples shown for 128 × 128 output resolution. First and fourth column shows the ground truth depth map and grayscale image of the scene. The remaining columns show results from using raw waveforms as input. Generated depth-images show correct mapping of close and distant areas even in row three, where errors in the ground truth are present. set to 2 × 10 −4 and parameters β 1 and β 2 set to 0.5 and 0.999 respectively. All ReLUs are leaky with slope 0.2. Equally as in the "Generator Only" case we find moderately higher loss for larger depth maps (Table V) . However, samples in Fig. 7 show finer details and clearer borders. Grayscale reconstruction (rightmost columns) shows well placed floors even though objects are roughly abstracted.
VI. DISCUSSION
From an empirical study of the test results we find that our models reconstruct depth maps using only two microphones to a remarkable level of visual accuracy. We obtain disparitylike depth maps showing detailed room depth and obstacles such as walls and furniture. We even outperform our ground truth in some cases where the depth-from-stereo algorithm struggles to estimate disparity. This can be seen in Fig. 7 , third row, where the ground truth grayscale shows the true room layout and the GAN captures the depth best. Corridors and open spaces can be distinguished and obstacles are visible, even though fine details are yet difficult to capture.
Generating grayscale images is a more difficult task and the amount of detail and information required is not expected to be present in echo returns. However, highly interesting is the ability of the trained model to generate plausible "free" floor areas and place "walls" with seemingly good performance. Objects are not recognizable but in lack of further information, the network correctly places an approximation where obstacles are. Note this is without being trained with any depth-related ground truth, i.e. with monocular grayscale images only.
A. Current Limits of the Approach
How sound resonates, propagates and reflects in a room highly impacts performance. Some materials have dampening properties, leading to weak (or completely absorbed) echos. Facing corners, where hallways fork in different directions, pose a challenge because sound waves scatter off both sides of a corner. At short ranges (<1 m), multipath echoes returning at the same time with similar amplitudes can create a superposition of echoes that is also difficult to resolve.
In areas with dense obstacles such as conference rooms with office chairs, the model often fails to predict meaningful content. Examples in Fig. 8 may show limits in reconstruction performance achievable with a binaural microphones.
Finally, we fitted all sensors on a mobile robot to collect data from a perspective which will enable driving in the future but did not use the robot's own motor yet to minimize audible noise.
